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Amberg Tunnel 2.19.10043 
Amberg Navigator 1.19.10044 
 
Dear Amberg Tunnel users, 

We would like to inform you that new version of the Amberg Tunnel software and Amberg Navigator tab-
let were released. Please find details about new features, changes and their benefits below. 

Customers with a valid M&S contract can download the latest software release from 
https://ambergtechnologies.com/private-area/amberg-tunnel/software-manuals/. 
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1. Important - Updating instructions 

Please make sure when you update your Amberg Tunnel version to 2.19.10043 that you also update at 
the same time all your tablets which you are using on your project with the Amberg Navigator version 
2.19.10044.  

We recommend the following steps for software update: 

1. Install the new version of Amberg Tunnel 2.19.10043 and Amberg Navigator 2.19.10044 
2. Open your existing project with Amberg Tunnel 2.19.10043 and export a new Amberg Naviga-

tor file 
3. Load the new export with Amberg Navigator 2.19.10044 

 

2. Amberg Tunnel – Base 

2.1. Navigator - task Pipe umbrella - absolute coordinates exported in tabular report 

Tabular report from pipe umbrella task now contains not only relative coordinates to the axis but also 
absolute coordinates of pipe umbrella. This simplifies data exchange with other softwares. 

2.2. Axis calculator - DXF export also creates polyline between points 

Axis calculator allows to calculate points in certain interval on the axis and export to DXF. These points 
are now also connected with polyline to simplify further work with exported data. 

2.3. 3D overview - visualization improvements 

Zoom in to certain part of the tunnel is now easier in bigger projects. 

 

3. Amberg Profile 

3.1. Export analysis results to DXF has more information 

Export to DXF from profile analysis was extended. Now the export includes the same information as PDF 
export. Data are organized in layers, so it is easy to keep only required information.  

There is also new option (only for 2D export) to organize exported profiles in shape of matrix. This repre-
sentation is convenient to get a good overview in AutoCad. 
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4. Amberg Tunnelscan 

4.1. Filter point cloud by distance from design 

Point cloud detailed editor had already Distance and Planes filter to clean the point cloud easily. The new 
filter can eliminate points based on distance from the tunnel design. With this functionality it is 1 click 
action to delete all noise inside of the tunnel. 

 

 

4.2. Option to include geotechnical points in checkerboard reposition 

Convergence points can be now also used for point cloud positioning. This gives more options where to 
put B&W targets. It is convenient especially while scanning close to the tunnel face where most of the 
control points are too far from the scanner. 
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4.3. Dialog to import multiple scans from RTC360 

Scans on RTC360 memory stick are organized in jobs with setups. Import to Amberg Tunnel is done with 
the same logic like to Leica Cyclone – folder containing the jobs needs to be selected for import. Since 
this release Amberg Tunnel presents user a list of jobs and Setups that are available for import. User can 
select multiple jobs and multiple scans to be imported. This simplifies organization of measured data. 

 

4.4. Bug fixes 

• A.Tunnelscan analysis disapeared on short axis 

• A.Tunnelscan - pointcloud can be repositioned with BW targets after filtering. Note that the point 
cloud needs to be poitioned with BW also before filtering. 

• A.Tunnelscan - CSV point clouds were merged on import 

• A.Tunnelscan - RTC360 double scans could not be positioned 

• Inspection coordinate system - false easting and northing did not work correctly 

• Axis calculator sometimes crashed 

• A.Profile - Geological overprofile analysis sometimes crashed 

 

5. Amberg Navigator 

5.1. Advanced workflow for total station positioning 

Amberg Navigator was originally designed for non-surveyors to do basic surveying tasks. But in many 
countries surveyors work with A.Navigator also. Therefore, we added more freedom for total station posi-
tioning. Users with admin rights using TS positioning method "Tripod Manual" can measure 2 additional 
control points to reach solution. If there are still more solutions available, user can select combinations of 
control point numbers. 

5.2. Position scanner with B&W targets 

The only option how to position point clouds in the real time with A.Navigator used to be APM (Amberg 
positioning method). Recently several customers requested to position point cloud without total stations. 
Only to B&W targets on control points and geotechnics points and using known coordinates to position 
the point cloud.  

Blast round scan task and Layer thickness scan task have additional setting so choose positioning meth-
od (APM or B&W targets). If you select B&W targets, total station is not needed. When the scan is fin-
ished, A.Navigator automatically searches B&W targets and matches them with control points (optionally 
also with convergence points). User can decide which points should be used and which should be ex-
cluded. If at least 3 B&W targets are found, point cloud is positioned and the data evaluation continues 
according to the selected task. 

The algorithm to find B&W targets is now in Beta version. We will be happy to hear your feedback. 
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5.3. Leica RTC360 Firmware V4 

Several weeks ago, Leica Geosystems released update of RTC360 firmware to V4. One of the ad-
vantages is better data compression and faster data transfer. New Amberg Navigator version is compati-
ble with this firmware changes. 

5.4. Bug fixes 

• Pole height in Point stake out task was ignored 

• Handle Bluetooth connection loss 

 

 

 

 


